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“...this presentation adds life, color and personality to events,
emphasizing to a young audience why the historic Magna Carta
signing was so important...

Add a concluding discussion of  principles, casts of  characters, a
glossary, and an overview of  the basic principles of  the Magna Carta
and its amendments and you have a unique treatment that grades 
3-6 will relish.” - Midwest Book Review

“Very accurate for fiction and the story is very well explained and
expanded.” Gloria Clarke, Librarian, Gillotts School, UK

“...The book in my view is excellent and gives a
brilliant overview in not too simple terms,
accompanied by some excellent illustrations...” 
5 Stars, Donna Maguire, Goodreads

“Considered the foundation of  liberty, there will be celebrations around the world...
The delightful new book, Rupert’s Parchment: Story of Magna Carta by
award-winning author and historical preservationist Eileen Cameron, provides an
authentic experience for children to share this historic event.” don411.com

“Teachers will appreciate how this book compares clauses from Magna Carta to some of  the
amendments in the American Bill of  Rights, showing how Magna Carta still influences today’s
society, making it a great addition to a classroom setting.” 5 Stars, Self-Publishing Review
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upert, son of  a local parchment maker, has a ringside seat at the
historic sealing of  Magna Carta in the English meadow of
Runnymede in the year 1215. In this great charter, King John
pledged to honor the liberties and rights of  free men. RUPERT’S
PARCHMENT offers children an on-the-spot presence as they
witness with Rupert the granting of  English freedoms, which after
centuries, influenced the birth of  American freedoms.


